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DATASHEET

Xirrus Management System – Cloud (XMS-Cloud) is a cloud-hosted wireless management service designed to be very 
easy to use. Through an advanced yet simple user interface and built in, zero-touch activation and configuration capa-
bilities, IT organizations can get their wireless network up and running within minutes of receiving their Xirrus APs. 

Introducing Xirrus Management System – Cloud

This cloud hosted Software-as-a-Service platform features a web based user interface that can be accessed from any-
where using devices that support a web browser* and requires no on-premise hardware or software. With XMS-Cloud 
Xirrus takes care of maintaining up-to-date software on all fixed and modular APs without burdening IT departments.

XMS-Cloud, built on a true multi-tenant architecture, can scale from small networks to very large cloud managed Wi-Fi 
networks. The architecture of the platform uses many of the core design principles and leverages many of the same 
technologies that are employed by today’s massive consumer facing global websites.

Application traffic details

At A Glance
 

•      Intuitive, easy to use customizable dashboards 
•      Easily drill down from geo maps to floor plans to heatmaps 
•      Customizable simultaneous guest portal in multiple languages
•      “Zero-touch” activation for Plug and Play deployment 
•      Massively scalable platform supports small to large networks
•      Real time visibility of network performance, apps, traffic and data
•      Manage multiple tenants from a single dashboard

* Latest releases of Internet Explorer, Safari, Firefox and Chrome.
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Simplify Deployment

Key Benefits

XMS-Cloud simplifies network configuration with 
“Profiles”. Network profile is a set of network con-
figuration parameters grouped together. Configuring 
network devices is as easy as dragging and dropping 
the APs on to a specific network profile. Any changes 
made to the profile are automatically pushed to all 
APs associated with that profile without any IT 
intervention. 

Instantly Enable Secure Guest Access

XMS-Cloud enables you to easily provide secure and 
controlled access to visitors on the Wi-Fi network. 
Set up multiple simultaneous guest portals for differ-
ent types of users as in multi-hall convention centers. 
Off load guest administration to non IT staff or en-
able self-registration with optional sponsor workflow. 

Quickly Resolve Issues

Floor plans in XMS-Cloud have been seamlessly integrated into geo maps, so as to let you start with a global 
view of your entire multi-site network and be able to zoom all the way down to a specific floor of a specific site 
and visualize heat maps for both 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands. This allows you to quickly go from surveying the overall 
health of your network to honing in on specific parts of it, visualizing and quickly diagnosing possible issues.

Easy-to-Deploy

The “Zero touch “ deployment capability enables 
even non-technical staff to plug the fixed and modu-
lar APs into the network and set up the network in 
minutes. The APs automatically reach out to the 
cloud service and download the network profile to 
set up secure network reducing the burden on IT.

In-depth Control and Visibility

The XMS-Cloud dashboard is a “widget-based” view 
into the entire Xirrus wireless network.  The dash-
board gives a comprehensive view into the health 
and statistics of various network elements - fixed and 
modular APs, applications and devices over various 
time intervals.  The individual widgets can be moved 
around to personalize the dashboard. From the same 
dashboard, identify and control over 1300 applica-
tions to ensure performance of business critical ap-
plications. You can schedule policies by application 
categories or individual applications for specific days 
and time. 
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Key Benefits Continued...
Optimize RF Management

Ordering Information

Optimize performance of your Wi-Fi network with 
software programmable radios to simultaneously 
support 802.11ac standard on every radio. XMS-
Cloud provides the flexibility to configure any radio 
to operate on 2.4GHz or 5GHz bands.

Reduce Burden on IT with Hosted Service

Easily Manage Multiple Tenants

Simplify IT Operations

Manage your network worry free; knowing that Xirrus 
maintains and ensures your network is up-to-date with 
latest firmware upgrades.

Managed Service Providers (MSPs) can monitor and 
manage different accounts from a single dashboard. 
MSPs can switch between accounts from XMS-Cloud 
without having to log into different management plat-
form simplifying service delivery.

Alerts can be set up to simplify monitoring the health 
of the Xirrus WLAN and notify IT staff of network events 
including APs going offline. Alerts can be set up to notify 
through the dashboard, SMS and/or email for network, 
devices and client issues.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

XMS-9500-CL-1 XMS (Xirrus Management  System) Cloud 1 year license for managing 1 radio. Order quantity based on total number of radios to be 
managed. Includes 1 year Premium Support for the XMS Cloud instance and ArrayOS on the managed fixed or modular AP.

XMS-9500-CL-3 XMS (Xirrus Management  System) Cloud 3 year license for managing 1 radio. Order quantity based on total number of radios to be 
managed. Includes 3 year Premium Support for the XMS Cloud instance and ArrayOS on the managed fixed or modular AP

XMS-9500-CL-5 XMS (Xirrus Management  System) Cloud 5 year license for managing 1 radio. Order quantity based on total number of radios to be 
managed. Includes 5 year Premium Support for the XMS Cloud instance and ArrayOS on the managed fixed or modular AP.

Support & Maintenance About Xirrus
Xirrus is committed to the success of our customers and 
provides warranties and support options to best fit your 
needs. For further information on the Xirrus hardware 
warrenties, software support and premium support 
offerings visit: 

http://www.xirrus.com/support/

To organizations who depend on wireless access to 
transform their business, Xirrus is the wireless network 
solution provider that provides the world’s most power-
ful, scalable, and trusted solutions. Through product 
invention and system design, commitment to customer 
success, and the industry’s best price performance, Xirrus 
gives you confidence that your wireless network per-
forms under even the most demanding circumstances. 
Xirrus is a privately held company headquartered
in Thousand Oaks, CA.


